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Welcome to the 9th Annual Kiptopeke Sea Kayaking Symposium, one of the premier sea kayaking
events on the East Coast!
This year we again will be offering a whole menu of courses that are designed to meet the needs of
paddlers of all ability levels. The line-up of instructors is incredible, including Greenland Rolling
champion Alison Sigethy, British Canoeing Level 5 Coach Jen Kleck and:







Jeff Atkins and Ashley Brown from South Carolina;
James Kesterson and Dawn Stewart from North Carolina,
Tom Noffsinger, Ed Schiller, and Brian Blankinship from Virginia,
Rick Wiebush, Paula Hubbard and Greg Hollingsworth from Maryland,
Chris Raab from New Jersey, Ken Fandetti from Rhode Island, and
Mike Cavanaugh from New York

We like to keep things fresh, so several new courses will be offered this year. These include:








“Advanced Rescue Scenarios” with Tom Noffsinger
“Redpoint: Exploring Barrier Island Inlets” with James Kesterson
“Open Water Incident Management” with Jen Kleck and Ashley Brown
A three-part trip leader skills series with Rick Wiebush
“Dancing on Water” with Paula Hubbard
“Advanced Surfing” with Tom Noffsinger and Jeff Atkins
“Cool Strokes” with Rick Wiebush

The most popular courses are back as well, including “Mastering Intermediate Skills”, “Intro to Surf,
BCU 3* training and assessment, “Intro to Rougher Water”, “Intro to Rolling”, and lots more!
As always, we are again offering pre-symposium bonus courses on the Wednesday and Thursday
immediately prior to the symposium itself. This year’s courses are highlighted below.
ACA L3 Trip Leader. This course is geared to those who want to prepare for the L3 Trip Leader
assessment AND for those who have done the L3 TL training and are ready to get assessed for that award.
The course will also be very useful for those who want to get started on their 4* training. This training
will be run by Jen Kleck (BC L5) and Rick Wiebush (ACA L3 IT). There is an additional fee of $260 for
this training and registration is separate from the symposium registration. Group housing will be
available. If you are interested, please contact Rick Wiebush (rwiebush@gmail.com; 410.788.1241).
Expedition Kayaking – A Two-Day Intensive. Here’s your chance to learn the skills needed to do an
expedition of your own! Whether you aspire to multi-day trips or simple overnights, this intensive course
will lay the foundation for you to get started.
The course will include: 1) a review of the essentials needed for kayak tripping (e.g., trip planning, gear
and food selection, packing the boats); 2) an overnight trip to Mockhorn Island using a course charted by
the group; 3) using chart and compass to know exactly where we are at all times; 4) setting up and taking
down tents and the camp, 5) strategies for dealing with wind and rain; 6) learning how to prepare meals;
7) discussing hygiene issues and leave no trace principles; and 8) practicing boat skills while traveling to
and from Mockhorn. The training will be run by Ed Schiller, assisted by Bee Dawson. There is an
additional fee of $200 for this training and registration is separate from the symposium registration. If you
are interested, please contact Rick Wiebush (rwiebush@gmail.com; 410.788.1241). The cost is $200.
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An overview of the courses for each day is shown below. The following pages contain detailed
course descriptions.

Overview of Courses
Day

Time

9–4
Friday
9/27
9 - 12
9 - 12
1-4
1-4

9-4
Saturday
9/28
9 - 12
9 – 12
9 - 12
1–4
1-4

9-4

Sunday
9/29

9 – 12
9 – 12
9 - 12
9 - 12
9 -12
1-4
1-4
1-4
1-4

Course

Instructor

Designed For:

Beyond the Basics
Master Intermediate Skills
Intro to Surf
Surf Sisters
On-Water Navigation
Advanced Surfing
Open Water Incident Mgt.
Cool Moves
Intro to Rolling
Excellent Rescues
Rolling Refinement

Cavanaugh
Blankinship
Fandetti, Schiller
Hubbard, Stewart
Kesterson, Raab
Noffsinger, Atkins
Kleck, Brown
Wiebush
Sigethy
Wiebush
Sigethy

Novice
Intermediate
Intermediate
Interm., Women
All
Advanced
Interm/Advanced
Novice/Interm
All
Intermediate
Interm/Advanced

Expedition/Kayak Camping
Adventures in Boat Control
Intro to Rough(er) Water
Greenland Skills
BC 3* Assessment
Intermediate Surfing
Rough Water Rescues
Red Point – Day 1
Bracing, Support Strokes
Nav Basics w/NavAid
Trip Leader Skills Pt 1
Combo and Coordination
Trip Leader Skills Pt 2

Atkins
Cavanaugh
Hubbard, Schiller
Sigethy
Kleck
Holingwrth, Trousdell
Noffsinger
Kesterson, Stewart
Fandetti
Blankinship
Wiebush
Fandetti
Wiebush

All
Novice/Interm.
Intermediate
All
Interm/Advanced
Intermediate
Interm/Advanced
Interm/Advanced
Novice/Interm
All
Interm/Advanced
Intermediate
Interm/Advanced

Barrier Island Exploration
Intro to Surf
BC 3* Training
Coach Enhancement
Interm/Advanced Surfing
Red Point Day 2
Dancing With The Water
Forward Stroke Clinic
Rescues “Out of the Box”
Intro to Rolling
Trip Leader Skills Pt 3
Trip Leader Skills Pt 4
Women’s Strategies
Advanced Strokes
Rolling Refinement

Hollingsworth, Raab
Schiller, Fandetti
Kleck, Trousdell
Noffsinger
Brown, Atkins
Kesterson, Stewart
Hubbard
Blankinship
Cavanaugh
Sigethy
Wiebush
Wiebush
Hubbard
Blankinship
Sigethy

All
Intermediate
Interm/Advanced
Interm/Advanced
Interm/Advanced
Interm/Advanced
All
All
All
All
Interm/Advanced
Interm/Advanced
All women
Interm/Advanced
Interm/Advanced

*Pre-qualify: requires screening for eligibility before registering for this course. Email Rick at
rwiebush@gmail.com
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Note

Pre-qualify*
Pre-qualify*

Pre-qualify*
Pre-qualify*
Pre-qualify*

Pre-qualify*
Pre-qualify*
Pre-qualify*

Notes on Selecting the Courses You Want
You’ll notice that there are two “qualifiers” associated with each course in the course listings on the
previous page and in the course descriptions which follow. They include the phrases: “Designed For”, and
“Pre Qualify”. The following paragraphs explain the meaning of these qualifiers.
The “Designed For” ratings are the intended target audience for each course. We make every effort to get
the right people into the right courses. Please self-assess using these criteria before registering for a
course. These are the minimum requirements for taking a course. If you have questions, email Rick
Wiebush to discuss.


Novice – may have been paddling for a year or two but has not had any formal instruction and/or
1) is only comfortable paddling in winds less than 10 kts and waves less than 1 foot; and/or 2)
does not routinely do wet exits; and/or 3) may have basic control of the boat through forward
paddling, sweep strokes and stern rudder, but is not very familiar with draw strokes, bracing or
edging. The novice has limited experience with t-rescues or self-rescues.



Intermediate – has been paddling for 2 or more years and typically has had some formal
instruction. Is completely comfortable doing wet exits. Has experience paddling in winds of 1015 knots and 1-2 foot seas and has good control of his/her boat in those conditions. Has solid
strokes in most of the following areas: forward, stopping, reverse, sweep, stern rudder, draws. Is
comfortable edging and routinely uses it to facilitate turning. Has an effective low brace. Has
some experience in surf. Knows how to do a T-rescue. Has experience doing paddle-float or
cowboy self-rescue. May or may not have a consistent roll.



Advanced – has been paddling for several years, has taken multiple sea kayaking classes and can
apply the skills taught in those classes. Paddling in winds of 10-15 knots and 2-3 foot seas is no
problem and in fact prefers paddling in those conditions. Has been kayak surfing several times,
including launching and landing. All strokes are solid including the basic strokes, edging, stern
and bow rudders, low brace turns and multiple draws including draw on the move and hanging
draw. Frequently practices T-rescues and self-rescues and performs them quickly and efficiently.
Has a pretty reliable roll, at least in flat water.

The courses that say “Pre Qualify” require screening of the potential participant by Rick Wiebush prior
to registration. These courses all require a fairly high skill level and most require experience in rough
water/surf. They are not for novices or people who otherwise do not have sufficient skills or experience.
Please email Rick Wiebush (rwiebush@gmail.com) to have a conversation about your skills to see if you
qualify. If Rick doesn’t know you well, please don’t be insulted by this process. We do this for safety
reasons and to protect the integrity of the course design.

Annapolis Canoe and Kayak




Sea Kayak, Canoe, SUP Sales and Rentals
Expert advice on everything paddling
related!
www.annapoliscanoeandkayak.com
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Symposium Course Descriptions

Friday, September 27
Full Day Courses
Beyond the Basics
Are you a “newish” paddler or one who had been paddling for a while but never had formal instruction?
This course will provide you the opportunity to nail down the basics (e.g. forward stroke, sweeps, draws)
and then go beyond them to learn new strokes and maneuvers like edging, reverse paddling and stern
rudders. The class will also include instruction in effective T-rescues and self-rescues. It is geared toward
ACA level 2 competencies. Venue: Bay side.
Instructor: Mike Cavanaugh

For: Newer paddlers

Venue: Chesapeake Bay

Mastering Intermediate Skills
This course is about developing and/or refining a range of ACA Level 3 personal skills including strokes,
maneuvers and rescues. We want to help move to the point of unconscious competence with these skills,
so that you can do them without thinking. In the morning, we will spend time on the forward stroke to
make sure you get as much power as possible. Then we will work on boat control, focusing on edging in
combination with various strokes, and blending strokes for efficient, elegant, and precise maneuvers. We
will finish the morning by introducing bow rudders and bracing. These maneuvers can increase your
confidence in rougher water by giving you more directional control and stability.
The afternoon will be all about rescues. The focus is on different ways to perform self and assisted
rescues. The class will work on different aspects of a rescue starting with maneuvering to assist a
capsized kayaker, how to use your body to effectively perform an assisted rescue, how to climb back into
a kayak using a variety of techniques, and finally how to get yourself back into the boat unassisted.
Instructor: Brian Blankinship

For: Intermediate
5

Venue: Chesapeake Bay

Intro to Surf
This course is designed for paddlers who have no or limited experience in the surf zone. The goal is to
develop sufficient skills and experience so that you will be comfortable and confident dealing with surf up
to 3 feet. We’ll learn about different types of waves, surf launching/landing, bracing, side surfing, timing
waves, boat control, paddle signals and surfing protocols. The emphasis is on personal and group safety in
the surf zone. You will have a blast. And you will be exhausted at the end of the day.
Instructor: Ken Fandetti, Ed Schiller

For: Intermediate

Venue: Ocean

Surf Sisters!
This all-women course will focus on intermediate surfing skills including understanding the surf zone,
identifying safe areas, the take-off, timing, power strokes, holding position on the wave, and launching
and landing, among others. There will be lots of drills to increase your confidence in a dynamic
environment. Even though Rick doesn’t really know all that goes on in these all female courses, he’d
wager they are a lot of fun, especially with the likes of Dawn Stewart and Paula Hubbard running them!
To take this, you must have prior experience – and preferably classes – in the surf. You need a helmet.
Instructors: Paula Hubbard, Dawn Stewart

For: Intermediate women
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Venue: Ocean

Practical, On Water Navigation
Get you and your group from Point A to Point B safely and efficiently AND know exactly where you are
along the way. After reviewing some of the basics of charts, plotting a course and piloting, we will spend
all day on the water practicing our navigation skills. These will include following a compass course,
identifying aids to navigation, using ranges and transits, estimating distances and learning how to match
up what we are seeing around us to what we are seeing on the chart. This course is for people who want
to learn how to use practical navigation skills and apply them to everyday paddling.
Instructor: James Kesterson, Chris Raab

For: All

Venue: ocean side, but protected

Open Water Incident Management
This course is for those more experienced intermediate and advanced paddlers who want to sharpen their
on-water problem solving skills, as well as their paddling skills. We will start off with some warm up
exercises and a review of relevant strokes, rescues, and towing skills. Then we’ll start operating near the
wave train, in surf, and/or in the fast-moving current off the tip of Smith Island. Throughout the day
you’ll encounter a range of realistic sea kayaking scenarios, ranging from the fairly simple (e.g., waterfilled rear hatch) to the very complex (don’t ask). We can rotate the group leadership roles among
participants. At the end of each scenario, we’ll spend time debriefing what went on, including what
worked well and how things might have been handled differently. This is a hard, but extremely valuable
skill-building course. You must have a helmet.
Instructors: Jen Kleck, Ashley Brown

For: Advanced Intermediate and Advanced
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Venue: Ocean

Advanced Sea Kayak Surfing
Now that you know how to get through the surf zone and ride the waves, learn how to maximize the
experience. Learn how to get the ideal on-wave positioning, how to adjust your speed while surfing,
recovering from side-surfing, turning on the wave and how to deal with close-outs. On-land discussions
will include different wave types and strategies for each, like how to use the shoulder of breaking waves
and the peak of spilling waves.
We’ll likely be going to a place (Metompkin Inlet) that often has great surf. We can’t guarantee those
conditions but, while this class is better with larger surf, the strategies can be learned and developed in
smaller waves. You need to have fairly extensive previous experience with surf. You need to have a
helmet and be able to do an unassisted re-entry. Having a roll is helpful, but not required.
Note: You must have prior approval from Rick Wiebush to take this course.
Instructors: Tom Noffsinger, Jeff Atkins

For: Advanced

Venue: Ocean

Friday Half-Day Courses: Morning
Cool Moves
When you get done with this course, you’ll be using strokes and maneuvers that will make your paddling
buddies come up to you and go: “Whoa! Where did you learn how to do that?” You will also jack up
your on-water confidence by about two levels. We will introduce and practice cool maneuvers like: low
and high brace turns (forward and in reverse), hanging draws/side slips (forward and in reverse), reverse
turns, cross bow rudders, and the always impressive Colorado Hook!. This is a challenging and
extremely fun course, but it requires that you come into the course with: 1) fairly solid basic strokes
(forward, reverse, sweep, stern rudder, bracing) and 2) good edging skills and 3) a willingness to
experiment and push your personal envelope .
Instructor: Rick Wiebush

For: Intermediate/Advanced
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Venue: Bay

Intro to Rolling
This course is for folks who have never tried to roll, or who have tried but haven’t had much luck. All the
basics will be covered including getting comfortable upside down, the body movements, and the
placement and desired movement of the paddle through the water. Euro blades and Greenland sticks are
welcome. Enrollment is limited, so that each person gets a lot of attention. Student/ instructor ratio of 1:4.
Instructor: Alison Sigethy

For: All

Venue: Bay

Friday Half-Day Courses: Afternoon
Excellent Rescues
This course will help you make your assisted- and self-rescues faster, more efficient and safe. You’ll learn
what you need to do and what you don’t need to do. We’ll also identify what gets in your way, slows you
down, and/or creates safety issues. Have you seen people do an assisted rescue and it takes about 25
minutes to get it done? In this course, you’ll learn how to get it done in less than two minutes! We’ll also
work on improving your self-rescue of choice whether it’s a paddle float, cowboy, or re-enter and roll.
Instructor: Rick Wiebush

For: Novice/Intermediate

Venue: Bay

Rolling Refinement
This course is for those who want to refine their roll or learn some new rolls. If your roll is inconsistent,
pick up some tips that can make the difference for you. If you’ve got command of a basic roll, but want to
learn others, this is the class for you. Both Euro and Greenland rollers are welcome. Ratio of 1:4.
Instructors: Alison Sigethy

For: Interm/Advanced
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Venue: Bay

Symposium Course Descriptions

Saturday, September 28
Full Day Courses
Expedition Kayaking and Kayak Camping
Have you dreamed about doing a multi-day kayaking trip or even an overnighter, but don’t know what all
the issues are? Have you car camped, but not kayak camped? If you are interested in doing overnight
trips in your kayak – whether for one day or for two weeks – then this is the class for you! Jeff will
review with you all the factors you need to take into account (distance, water, food, equipment, cooking,
camping spots, dealing with human waste, etc.) and you’ll do some actual trip planning.
Then you’ll take a day trip to get some experience with the issues you talked about. You’ll learn how to
pack your boat, travel to a camping location, set up camp, use stoves to cook a meal, take down camp and
re-pack, and then journey back home. So this isn’t just talking – it’s doing, which is the best way to learn.
People who sign up for this course will receive a full equipment list prior to the class, but be prepared to
bring a sleeping bag, tent, spare clothes in dry bags, some food to cook and if you have one, a camp stove.
Should be fun!
Instructor: Jeff Atkins

For: All

Venue: Protected water on the ocean side

Adventures in Boat Control
This class is all about being in control of your boat: getting you to the point that your boat responds in the
way you want it to, when you want it to. It is an intensive skills development course with a focus on
learning or refining a whole range of core skills including strokes, maneuvers, and rescues. It is designed
for rising intermediate paddlers. We will place a major emphasis on learning how to control your boat
with your body, boat and blade. This includes edging to facilitate turns, bracing, refining all the basic
strokes, and introducing intermediate strokes such as low brace turn, bow rudder and advanced stern
rudder. If you think you know all these strokes and maneuvers, we guarantee that you will be able to do
them a lot more effectively as a result of this course.
Instructors: Mike Cavanaugh, Dawn Stewart

For: Intermediate
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Venue: Bay

Introduction to Rough(er) Water
This course is for people who have paddled mostly in flat water and who want to learn how to deal with –
and get more comfortable in – somewhat rougher conditions. We will focus on techniques and strategies
for controlling and maneuvering your boat in swell and/or chop and/or wind and/or current. We will start
off in milder stuff and then move to progressively bigger conditions. We won’t be going into big surf or
the wave train. But bring a helmet. You don’t need a roll, but you should have the basics of bracing.
Instructors: Hubbard, Schiller

For: Advanced Novice/Interm.

Venue: Ocean

Greenland Skills
This full-day, comprehensive Greenland course will cover beginning and advanced strokes as well as
basic rolls. About half the day will be spent on strokes such as the forward canted stroke, bow and stern
sweeps, bow and cross-bow rudders and bracing turns. Learn how the strokes differ from - and are similar
to - those done with a Euro blade. The afternoon will cover sculling and bracing with the Greenland
paddle. It will also include traditional skills like the balance brace and the standard roll and variations.
This course is for those new to Greenland skills as well as those wanting to refine existing skills.
Instructor: Sigethy

For: Intermediate

Venue: Bay

Bay Kayaking




Sea Kayak Instruction
Peddle and Paddle Tours
Epic expert and rep
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Intermediate Surfing
This course is for those who have had some exposure to surf and who want to take things to the next
level. It will focus on intermediate surfing skills including understanding the surf zone, identifying safe
areas, the set-up and take-off, timing, power strokes, holding position on the wave, surf zone etiquette,
and launching and landing, among others. There will be lots of drills to increase your confidence in a
dynamic environment. You must have had prior experience – and preferably classes – in the surf. You
also need a helmet.
Instructors: Hollingsworth, Trousdell

For: Intermediate + with surf experience

Venue: Ocean

Note: you must have prior approval to take this course.

BCU 3* Assessment
Achieving the 3* level of performance is the gold standard for serious sea kayakers. The 3* award is
recognized around the world for its’ rigor. So if you’ve been working on 3* related skills you should go
for it! The assessment venue includes Force 4 winds and seas/surf to three feet. It covers a wide range of
strokes including forward, reverse, stopping, accelerating, 360 spin, draws, and bracing, among others.
You need to be competent with assisted and self-rescues, as well as towing. Other areas include basic
navigation and first aid, understanding of hypothermia, intra-group awareness and communication. For a
complete list of the requirements, Google “British Canoeing 3* Sea Assessment Notes”.
Note: You must have prior approval from Rick Wiebush in order to take this course.
Instructor: Jen Kleck

For: Intermediate/Advanced
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Venue: Ocean

Redpoint: Exploring Barrier Island Inlets – Day 1
This is a two-day class that will focus on the skills needed to navigate to and through two different inlets
in the Virginia Barrier Islands. The first day’s trip will be to a familiar inlet (Metompkin) and is designed
in part to prepare participants for the second day’s trip to Quinby Inlet. The trip to Quinby will involve
“redpointing”, which is a mountaineering term for leading a climbing route for the first time.
On Saturday (Day 1) we travel to Metompkin Inlet, where most of us have been before. We know our
way and know that it is a great surfing location. Before the launch we will plan our route of travel
including reviewing weather, sea state, tides and currents. On the way out, we’ll review and practice
edging, power forward, sweep stroke, and bracing strokes blended with the forward stroke.
As we go into the chop, we will practice our roll and/or self-rescue, and assisted rescue. We’ll facilitate
this practice by repeatedly surfing backwards! In addition, if conditions permit, we’ll also practice
rescuing an injured paddler.
It will be a long day. Made even longer with a homework assignment: trip planning for Day 2, including
weather, tides, and route of travel. You’ll need a helmet, your tow lines, a compass, and a chart of the
Metompkin Inlet area. Note: You must have prior approval to take this course.
Instructors: James Kesterson, Dawn Stewart

For: Advanced Intermediate/Advanced Venue: Ocean

Rough Water Rescues and Scenarios
If you are a surf and rough water paddler, one day you will need to know the principles and techniques
that will be taught in this course. Throughout the day, the instructors will present various potential issues
in rough water and then offer ways to deal with those issues. Your job will be to try out – experiment with
– the suggested strategies. Be prepared for swimming boats in through the surf, surf zone rescues, back
deck swimmer carries, towing through the surf, rescues in current and more. You’ll need rough water
self-rescue skills, a willingness to experiment, and a helmet. Note: while this course involves scenarios, it
is different from Friday’s Incident Management course because in this one there is not the same emphasis
on participant-led problem solving. Note: You must have prior approval to take this course
Instructors: Tom Noffsinger, Ashley Brown

For: Advanced
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Venue: Ocean

Saturday Half-Day Courses; Morning
Bracing and Support Strokes
This course is designed to help you improve one of the most critical skills in sea kayaking, namely
keeping yourself from ending up in the drink! We’ll learn how almost all strokes can include a bracing
component. We’ll spend a lot of time learning and practicing low and high braces. We also want to
introduce a supporting maneuver that is often overlooked: sculling for support, which can be used as a
preventive measure or a recovery strategy. There will be several drills to help make bracing and sculling
an automatic response when things start getting shaky.
Instructor: Ken Fandetti

For: All

Venue: Bay side.

Navigation Basics, with NavAid
This navigation course will get you grounded in the fundamentals of navigation, which every kayaker
needs to understand. It is classroom based. Topics include reading nautical charts, understanding latitude
and longitude, using a compass, understanding NOAA tide and current tables, and trip planning! What
makes this nav course different from most is that you will be introduced to, and use, one of the most
handy navigation tools available. Called NavAid, this easy-to-use tool can quickly plot a course, take
variation into account, and measure distances on a chart. This is a fun classroom session with a lot of
“hands on” activities.
Instructor: Brian Blankinship

For: Novice/Interm
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Venue: Lodge #3

Trip Leader Skills, Part I
This is a four-part series of half-day courses designed to develop and enhance the leadership skills of
participants who lead – or are preparing to lead – other people on trips that are in ACA L2 or L3
conditions. Each part will focus on a separate set of critical leadership skills. You can take some of the
classes or all four parts. Those who participate successfully in all four parts will be certified as
having taken the ACA L2 or L3 Trip Leader training course. Each class will consist of both on-land
and on-water activities.
Part I will:1) introduce some of the requisite qualities of a good trip leader; 2) identify the skills needed
by trip leaders at all levels; 3) present, compare and contrast the basic requirements for a certified trip
leader at the ACA Levels 2 and 3; 4) review and practice key concepts and principles of trip leading
including communication, line of sight, assessment of risk and positioning; 5) introduce practices for
knowing where you are at all times while on a journey; and 6) use of signaling devices including the VHF
radio.
Instructor: Rick Wiebush

For: Interm/Advanced

Venue: Ocean

Saturday Half-Day Courses; Afternoon
Performance Paddling: Combination and Coordination
Rick says: “Everyone should take this course. It’s too much fun. Period”. Learn how to become a more
effective and fluid paddler by combining various strokes with one another. This course isn’t about
learning a bunch of new strokes (though there will be some of that.) Rather, it’s about combining the
strokes that most people already have command of. Linking strokes can lead to more powerful turns and
doing maneuvers without losing momentum. Not only is it fun to do but linking could be critical for
getting to a capsized paddler – or out of a dangerous situation - much more quickly. You should already
know how to do sweeps, bow rudders and low brace turns to take this course..
Instructors: Ken Fandetti

For: Interm/Advanced

Venue: Bay

Trip Leader Skills, Part II
This is a four-part series of half-day courses designed to develop and enhance the leadership skills of
participants who lead – or are preparing to lead – other people on trips that are in ACA L2 or L3
conditions. Each part will focus on a separate set of critical leadership skills. Those who succesfully
complete all four parts will be certified as having completed ACA L2 or L 3 Trip Leader training.
This course (Part II) will focus on: 1) practical application of the strokes and maneuvers required by the
ACA TL curriculum (such as using reverse paddling and/or hanging draws to get to a capsized paddler);
2) refining basic assisted and self-rescues; 3) decision-making while leading a segment of a journey and
4) incident and group management.
Insructor: Rick Wiebush

For: Intermediate/Advanced
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Venue: Ocean

Symposium Course Descriptions

Sunday, September 29
Full Day Courses
Barrier Island Exploration: Paddle Out to the Islands
The Barrier Islands are a chain of about 20 mostly uninhabited islands that stretches over 60 miles along
the Atlantic Ocean from Assateague on the Maryland border to Fisherman’s Island near the Bay Bridge
Tunnel. Carrying unusual names like Hog, Wreck and Ship Shoal, the sandy isles constitute the longest
expanse of coastal wilderness on the East Coast. This moderate paddle (10-12 NM) will take us through
some channels out to the stark beauty of the islands. We’ll ride the tide out, explore a little, have lunch,
and then ride the tide back in. We’ll do this on the ocean side, but we won’t be going into the ocean.
Instructor: Greg Hollingsworth, Chris Raab

For: All

Venue: Ocean, but protected

Intro to Surf
This course is a repeat of the one offered on Friday. It designed for paddlers who have no or limited
experience in the surf zone. The goal is to develop sufficient skills and experience so that you will be
comfortable and confident dealing with surf up to 3 feet. We’ll learn about different types of waves, surf
launching/landing, bracing, side surfing, timing waves, boat control, paddle signals and surfing protocols.
The emphasis is on personal and group safety in the surf zone. You will have a blast. And you will be
exhausted at the end of the day.
Instructor: Ken Fandetti, Ed Schiller

For: Intermediate

Venue: Ocean

Sea Kayak USA






Distributor of Nigel Dennis kayaks, Celtic paddles and Reed products.
Advanced instruction in open water skills, surfing, currents play.
High-level ACA instructor certification.
Tybee Island, GA
www.Seakayakusa.com

Tuktu Paddles





Handcrafted canoe, kayak paddles.
Canoe and kayak training and tours.
ACA Instructor certification.
Paddle making, boat building classes.



www.tuktupaddles.com
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British Canoeing 3* Training
This is an intensive course that will cover several aspects of the BC 3* curriculum. During the course of a
journey on open water, we will cover bracing, rescues and towing. We’ll spend time dealing with surf and
current. The basics of navigation, on-water group management and communication will be covered. There
will be incidents to manage as well. This course is designed to help prepare you for an eventual 3*
assessment, but will be a great learning experience even if you aren’t interested in the assessment. This
course is for people who have a foundation in intermediate skills and want to solidify and expand those
skills. The ability to roll is not required. We stress that this is 3* training, not assessment. Helmet needed.
Note: you must have prior approval from Rick Wiebush to take this course.
Instructor: Jen Kleck

For: Intermediate/Advanced

Venue: Ocean

Coaching Enhancement Workshop
The course is designed to help other ACA and BCU instructors enhance and expand their range of
coaching skills. The workshop is also open to those who want to become instructors. The course will be
both theoretical and experiential, combining lecture, discussion, and practice with various coaching
strategies. One of the main themes will be “going beyond the structured curriculum”. That means (in part)
infusing instruction with greater flexibility, more awareness of individual needs and group dynamics,
capitalizing on what the environment is offering, and focusing as much on “coaching” as “instructing”
Modules will include: 1) sequencing the teaching of complex skills (scaffolding); 2) sharpening
observation and feedback skills; 3) avoiding content overload; 4) adjusting “the plan” based on an
assessment of the individuals and the environment and 5) other topics of interest as identified by the
group
Instructor: Tom Noffsinger

For: Current + potential instructors Venue: TBD

Intermediate and Advanced Sea Kayak Surfing
Now that you know how to get through the surf zone and ride the waves, learn how to maximize the
experience. Learn how to get the ideal on-wave positioning, how to adjust your speed while surfing,
recovering from side-surfing, turning on the wave and how to deal with close-outs. On-land discussions
will include different wave types and strategies for each, like how to use the shoulder of breaking waves
and the peak of spilling waves.
We’ll be going to a place (Metompkin Inlet) that often has great surf . We can’t guarantee those
conditions but, while this class is better with larger surf, the strategies can be learned and developed in
smaller waves. You need to have some previous experience with surf. You need to have a helmet and be
able to do an unassisted re-entry. Having a roll is helpful, but not required.
Note: You must have prior approval from Rick Wiebush to take this course.
Instructors: Ashley Brown, Jeff Atkins For: Intermediate/Advanced Venue: Ocean
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Redpoint: Exploring Virginia Barrier Island Inlets
This is a two-day class that will focus on the skills needed to navigate to and through two different inlets
in the Virginia Barrier Islands. The first day’s trip will be to a familiar inlet (Metompkin) and is designed
in part to prepare participants for the second day’s trip to Quinby Inlet.
Our second day (Sunday) will be in new-to-us territory. After reviewing the weather, tides, and trip plans
that participants developed the night before, we’ll travel to Quinby for the first time using our agreedupon plan, our ocean experience and our judgement. This is “redpointing”. Once at the inlet, we’ll stop
and scout out the conditions and pick a route for us to paddle out, and back in, through the inlet. We’ll
identify some surf areas that we need to avoid and others in which we can spend some time playing
before we head back to the launch.
You’ll need a helmet, your tow lines, a compass, and a chart of the Quinby Inlet area.
Instructors: James Kesterson, Dawn Stewart

For: Advanced Intermediate/Advanced Venue: Ocean

Sunday Half Day Courses: Morning
Performance Paddling: Forward, Faster, Farther
Over 80% of most kayaker’s paddling time is spent going forward. Your paddling technique will not
only determine your speed, but how efficiently you move the boat forward. Performance Paddling is
maximizing the efficiency of the stroke resulting in the ability to go farther, faster and easier. This class
will break down the stroke into its component parts and look to increase efficiency in every aspect of the
forward stroke. The class may include use of the Wing paddle as a teaching aid.
Instructor: Brian Blankinship

For: Interm/Advanced
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Venue: Bay

Dancing With the Water
Dancing with the water is all about precision maneuvering your kayak. We will explore how our paddles
interact with the water to fine tune where we want to go. This class will focus on paddling concepts and
allow you to invent your own strokes. Explore and learn new ways to get where you want to be.
Instructor: Paula Hubbard

For: All

Venue: Bay

Rescues “Out of the Box”
Standard T-Rescues are pretty easy in calm conditions, when both the rescuer and swimmer are
experienced and know how the whole thing works. Do you paddle with beginners? People with
"recreational" kayaks" that flood completely? What if you are the only experienced paddler in the group,
but you end up having the "Out-of-Boat Experience"? Can you talk a flustered beginner through a
rescue? How about a rescue where the swimmer is separated from his boat: what now? How about the
overweight swimmer with little upper body strength? We will concentrate on the "non-standard" rescues
and focus on problem solving rather than just technique. Mike will share some unnerving experiences
leading trips on the Hudson River with “newish” paddlers. Be prepared to get wet and laugh a lot!
Instructor: Mike Cavanaugh

For: All

Venue: Bay

Intro to Rolling
This course is for folks who have never tried to roll, or who have tried but haven’t had much luck. All the
basics will be covered including getting comfortable upside down, the body movements, and the
placement and desired movement of the paddle through the water. Euro blades and Greenland sticks are
welcome. Enrollment is limited, with a student/ instructor ratio of 1:4.
Instructor: Alison Sigethy

For: All

Venue: Bay
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Trip Leader Skills Part III
This is a four-part series of half-day courses designed to develop and enhance the leadership skills of
participants who lead – or are preparing to lead – other people on trips that are in ACA L2 or L3
conditions. Each part will focus on a separate set of critical leadership skills. Those who successfully
complete all four parts will be certified as having completed ACA L2 or L3 Trip Leader training.
Part III will include: 1) participant selection; 2) the pre-launch briefing; 3) equipment needed by a trip
leader; 4) understanding tides and currents; 5) basic navigation needed for trip planning and leading; 6)
leading segments of a trip to practice risk assessment and group management; and 7) specialized rescues
including scoop and Hand of God

Sunday Half Day Courses: Afternoon
Kick It Up A Notch: Advanced Strokes
We are going to spend the afternoon learning a bunch of techniques that most paddlers either don’t know
how to do or don’t use often enough. These are strokes and maneuvers that will expand your repertoire
AND make you look very cool. We’ll work on turning strokes like the cross-bow rudder, and forward
and reverse high brace turns; evasive moves like the draw on the move; gliding strokes such as forward
and reverse side slips; and corrective strokes including the advanced stern rudder and keyhole stroke.
Instructor: Brian Blankinship

For: Intermediate/Advanced

Venue: Bay

Rolling Refinement
This course is for those who want to refine their roll or learn some new rolls. If your roll is inconsistent,
pick up some tips that can make the difference for you. If you’ve got command of a basic roll, but want to
learn others, this is the class for you. Both Euro and Greenland rollers are welcome. Ratio of 1:4.
Instructors: Alison Sigethy

For: Interm/Advanced
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Venue: Bay

Trip Leader Skills, Part IV
This is a four-part series of half-day courses designed to develop and enhance the leadership skills of
participants who lead – or are preparing to lead – other people on trips that are in ACA L2 or L3
conditions. Each part will focus on a separate set of critical leadership skills. Those who succesfully
complete all four parts will be certified as having completed ACA L2 or L3 Trip Leader training
Part IV will include: 1) basics of hypo and hyperthermia; 2) leading segments of a journey to practice
risk assessment and group management; 3) practicing various forms of towing including swimmer carries,
contact tows, in-line tows and rafted tows and, as time permits,4) more practice with trip planning and
navigation.
Instructor: Rick Wiebush

For: Interm/Advanced
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Venue: Ocean

Matthews County, VA
Sea kayak tours and instruction
Kayak and SUP rentals
Kid’s Kayak Camp
Paddler’s apartment rental
www.mobjackkayaking.net

The Coaches
Jeff Atkins - is a 26-year veteran Park Ranger from Charleston SC. He is an ACA L3 IT, L4 instructor
(and L2 SUP instructor). He is also an instructor for the NC
Outward Bound School, and leads expeditions around several
parts of the USA.. He believes in having fun, learning, and
helping others to expand their confidence and skills by having fun
while learning. “There is nothing like the feeling of seeing a
person smile because they just did something they didn’t think
they could do”

Brian Blankinship - is an ACA Open Water Instructor and BCU4* paddler
who lives in northern Virginia, owns Bay Kayaking, and has been teaching
sea kayak skills for 15 years. Brian is a previous Coordinator of the 750
member Chesapeake Paddlers Association (CPA). He founded CPA’s SK
102, an annual weekend-long skills clinic for over 100 participants. As a
kayak racer, Brian came in fourth at the Mayor’s Cup, an internationallyclassed race around Manhattan Island and the Blackburn Challenge. He has
many local and regional racing victories under his belt.

Ken Fandetti – is an ACA L3 Coastal Kayaking Instructor and a BCU Level 2
coach. He lives in Rhode Island and is the head instructor at the Rhode Island
Kayak Centre. He has paddled and led groups in several southern locations like
Belize, Bonaire, Tortola and in Eleuthera and the Exumas. His favorite paddling
spot remains the 400 + miles of rocky coastline making up Rhode Island and
Narragansett Bay.

Ashley Brown - is one of only five women in the US to hold the prestigious Level 5 ACA Advanced
Open Water Coastal Kayaking certification. Ashley is also an ACA L2 IT. She
loves to teach and to bring new people into this great sport. Ashley now serves
as an Adjunct Professor in the Health Education and Human Performance
Dept. at the College of Charleston, where she has been instrumental in the
development of the curriculum in Kayaking and Expedition Kayaking.
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Mike Cavanaugh - is BCU 3*, an ACA L-3 Instructor, with Trip Leader and
Adaptive Paddling endorsements. He is a partner in North River Kayaks paddling
school, the lead instructor for the David Fisher Upper Hudson Heroes (paddling for
veterans with disabilities), and a guide/instructor for Atlantic Kayak Tours. In
addition to instructing and trip leading, Mike sits on the New York State Directors
Council for the ACA and builds wooden kayaks and restores antique wooden
canoes.

Paula Hubbard - learned to kayak in the big waters of the San Francisco
Bay area. She is an ACA L4 Coastal Kayaking Instructor, was initially
certified by Roger Shuman in California, and recertified in Maryland by Ben
Lawry. In 2013 Paula received the BCU 3* award. She is currently working
on a BCU 4* award. Paula lives on the Maryland Eastern Shore and regularly
teaches for Cross Currents Sea Kayaking.

Greg Hollingsworth - is an ACA L4 Open Water Instructor and a BCU 4*
paddler who got hooked on the sport in 1990 when he paddled the length of
Alaska's Glacier Bay. Since then, he has paddled most of the Chesapeake Bay
and he particularly enjoys rough water paddling. To support his rough water
paddling habit, Greg recently formed the Force 5+ meetup group.

James Kesterson - is an ACA L-4 Instructor and BCU 4-star paddler, who is calm,
encouraging, and extremely competent instructor. He is also a Renaissance man. He
has served in Vietnam, earned a mechanical engineering degree, was a long-time
owner of a high-end art gallery, and is a certified Master Scuba Diver. James is also
a renowned mountaineer who has climbed peaks in North and South America, and
has been featured in climbing magazines. James and his wife Bev are based in North
Carolina, which gives him easy access to play spots along the East Coast. Recent
kayaking trips include Alaska and Wales.

Jen Kleck - is one of only a handful of people in the U.S. who is a BCU
Level 5 coach. In addition to her incredible paddling skills, she is a very
patient and supportive coach, and just a lot of fun to be around. Jen is from
San Diego, where she runs Aqua Adventures. But she spends a lot of time
traveling around the country because her skills are in such high demand. We
are really fortunate to have her at Kiptopeke.
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Tom Noffsinger - is an ACA Advanced Open Water Instructor, is about
to become an L4 IT, and is a BCU 5 star aspirant who lives in
Chesapeake, VA. He teaches at a variety of symposia and excels at
helping paddlers take their skills to the next level. He's known for his
surfing ability and boat handling skills. Tom's favorite areas to teach and
paddle include Alaska, inlet surf zones along the Atlantic coast and
Wales.

Chris Raab - is the owner of Tuktu Paddles, a company that has
provided canoe and kayak instruction and custom canoe and kayak
paddles to the paddling community for 14 years. Chris lives in New
Jersey and has over 35 years of experience in white water, sea kayaking,
and wilderness expeditions. Chris is an ACA Open Water Instructor
Trainer, a SUP Instructor Trainer, and a Traditional Skills ITE. He is
BCU 5 Star trained, an NAI certified guide, and a registered Maine sea
kayak guide.

Ed Schiller – is an ACA Open Water Instructor, an L-3 Instructor
Trainer and has served as Chairman of the ACA's Coastal Kayak
Committee. He’s also a BCU 4 star paddler. He has honed his
skills in the wild waters off Anglesey, Wales as well as Nova
Scotia and St. Lucia in the Caribbean. Ed operates the Virginia Sea
Kayak Center.

Alison Sigethy – is an incredibly graceful rolling machine, a
wonderful teacher, and an incredibly talented glass artist. She
has won multiple events at the international Greenland rolling
championships in Greenland
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Dawn Stewart - is an ACA L4 Open Water Coastal Kayaking Instructor
and a BCU 4* Sea Trip Leader. Living in Chapel Hill NC, she is a
founding member of the Carolina Kayak Club. Dawn's specific interest is
in kayak expeditions, from weekends on the NC coast, weeks in the Great
Lakes, a full month on the South West coast of Newfoundland, and many
weeks in locales in between, and including Alaska, Baja Mexico, and
Europe. Also known as "SandyBottom”, Dawn participates in multiday
kayaking expedition adventure races. She says "I'm not always sure
which part I love the most, the paddling or the camping, but nothing
seems more fun than traveling the oceans in a kayak".

Rick Wiebush - is an ACA L3 Instructor Trainer, L4 Open
Water Instructor, BCU Level 2 Coach and BCU 4* Leader. Rick
runs Cross Currents Sea Kayaking and organizes the Kiptopeke
Symposium. He has done several expeditions to the Sea of
Cortes, Baja including a month-long, 400 NM unsupported trip.
Rick also has done paddling trips in the Amazon, the Exumas,
Greenland, the U.K., Australia and New Zealand. He lives in
Baltimore.
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Kiptopeke Symposium Sponsors
Thanks to the Kiptopeke Symposium Sponsors!

Sponsor
Annapolis Canoe and Kayak

Location
Annapolis, MD

Bay Kayaking

Woodbridge, VA

Coastal Kayak

Fenwick, DE

Cross Currents Sea
Kayaking

Baltimore, MD

Kayak Centre of Rhode
Island

Wickford, RI

Mobjack Kayaking

Matthews, VA

Sea Kayaking USA

Tybee Is, GA

Tuktu Paddles

Galloway Twp. NJ

Virginia Sea Kayak Center

Virginia Beach, VA
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What they offer
Canoe, kayak and SUP sales and
rentals
Individual or private instruction.
Kayak trips and tours.
Peddle and paddle tours.
Rep for Epic kayaks.
Sea kayak and sailing instruction.
Kayak and SUP eco-tours.
Rentals.
Instruction and trips.
ACA Instructor certification.
Unconscious Competence series.
Sea kayak, SUP instruction and tours
Sales and rentals.
Full line of paddling equipment.
Sea kayak instruction and tours.
Kayak and SUP rentals.
Distributor of Nigel Dennis kayaks,
Celtic paddles and Reed products.
Advanced instruction in open water
skills, surfing, currents play.
High-level ACA instructor
certification.
Handcrafted canoe, kayak paddles.
Canoe and kayak training and tours.
ACA Instructor certification.
Paddle making, boat building
classes.
Sea kayaking instruction.
Tours and multi-day trips.
Sea kayak and equipment sales.
ACA Instructor certification.

